The infusion of drugs remains nowadays, in the hospital, the reference technique for the management of acute diseases. This technique has also been developed over the last ten years for the treatment of ambulatory patients in order to speed up their discharge from the hospital. While there is a great deal of work on good perfusion practices, it should be recognized that it focuses on hygiene and asepsis rules. Data on the other dimensions of perfusion is still very fragmentary. Currently, when a hospital pharmacist wants to predict administration parameters for each drug in his computer software, he is often confronted with two big pitfalls. The first pitfall is the dispersion of data that makes it difficult to find the following information: duration of infusion, infusion type, drugs stability, infusion devices, diluent usable etc. The second pitfall is the medical practice that often responds by sacrosanct sentences: "You can administer this drug this way; we have always done it like that."
If we add to these recent data the problems related to fluid mechanistics and the failure to take into account the drugs stability studies to define the infusion conditions, it becomes evident that caretakers perform infusions without really knowing this complex technique. So, in this context, several organizations (FDA and Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation (AAMI)) issued recommendations to minimize the risks during drug infusion.
Despite these recommendations practical knowledge about infusion remains insufficient. It is therefore necessary to develop research programs to improve practical knowledge about infusion. Several international teams specialized in the infusion field gathered in Lille (France) for the first International Symposium on Infusion Technologies (9 and 10 November 2016). This symposium brought together American, Belgian, Canadian, French, Dutch and Swiss teams to discuss and share their knowledge on infusion. Thus, this special issue of PTHP has been realized with some teams who contributed to this symposium and who decided to share their knowledge about infusion. In this special issue you will find articles about the mechanics of infused fluids, the quality of infused mixtures and criteria for judging the quality of a publication on physicochemical stability of ready to use injectable drugs. Hoping that this issue will interest you and will lead you to meet us, in 2018 for the second International Symposium on Infusion Technologies, I wish you a very good reading.
